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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This audit of Trolley Services was included on the Council-approved FY 2009/10 audit plan
to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the program, including compliance with the
contract’s key performance requirements. For statutory compliance, we added an audit
objective to determine whether the trolley contractor uses the e-verify system as required by
state and federal law.
The City’s trolley program includes the Downtown, Neighborhood and Resort Trolley routes
with other occasional special event trolleys provided. A contractor, Atypical Transportation,
operates the trolleys, providing drivers, insurance and trolley maintenance, but the City owns
and fuels the trolley vehicles. In addition, City staff plan and oversee the program.
Effectiveness and efficiency are difficult to measure as key ridership data was not verifiable.
Ridership count records prepared by the trolley drivers are only retained by the contractor
for 3 months; a summary ridership report is submitted to the City each month. Testing the
available records identified errors in half of the 20 days tested, and for these, ridership was
overstated by 999 boardings.
Additionally, when recommending the contract for City Council approval, associated City
costs, such as fuel, vehicle depreciation and City staff time were not quantified. While the
unique trolley vehicles may be desirable for the Downtown and Resort trolleys, consideration
should be given to using less expensive, more conventional buses or vans for the
Neighborhood routes.
City staff approved an advance payment of almost $222,000 for the contractor’s required
insurance coverage, although the contractor was to recover this cost as part of the monthly
fixed fee. The contractor is repaying the advance by reducing its invoices by $18,750 per
month. For Resort Trolley services during the last two years, the City paid the trolley
contractor almost $19,000 more than the contract rate provides. However, billing errors
have resulted in the City underpaying the contractor by about $19,400. Although the
contract provides for monthly billing, City staff pay the semi-monthly invoices, which has a
negative impact on the City’s cash flow. Further, the contractor does not correctly measure
on-time performance, yet liquidated damages have not been assessed for nonperformance.
Improvements in contract administration should be made to ensure changes to contract
terms are put in writing and to ensure required reports are received from the contractor.
Based on a limited review, the contractor is using the federal e-verify program during its
employment process.
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BACKGROUND
The City of Scottsdale contracts with a local vendor, Atypical Transportation Company
(Atypical), to provide free trolley services for Scottsdale residents and visitors. The City’s
Transportation Department (department) in the Planning, Neighborhood and Transportation
Division manages the contract. As shown in Table 1, the City’s program costs approximately
$3.3 million to $2.8 million per year, including contract, fuel, personnel and depreciation
costs, and reports 594,000 to 619,000 boardings per year. Further, trolley ridership
appears to have increased despite fewer operating hours. The department operates four
trolley routes with the overarching goal of creating a unique experience.
The Downtown Trolley runs on a
fixed route between Old Town
Scottsdale and Scottsdale Fashion
FY 2008/09
FY 2009/10**
Square mall (See Fig. 1), with
Annual Cost of Program
$3,278,602
$2,754,917
designated stops having service
Annual Passengers*
594,869
619,402
about every 15 minutes.
Three
trolleys circulate on this route seven
Annual Hours
51,334
41,269
days a week from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Annual Miles
412,470
359,730
with extended service to 9 p.m. on
Cost per Passenger*
$5.51
$4.45
Thursdays to accommodate the
Cost per Hour
$63.87
$66.75
ArtWalk event.1 Additionally, the
Downtown Trolley route is extended
Cost per Mile
$7.95
$7.66
each March with a stop at Scottsdale
Passengers per Hour*
11.59
15.01
Stadium to accommodate Spring
Passengers per Mile*
1.44
1.72
Training visitors. Goals of the
* Ridership numbers are provided by the vendor and are unaudited.
Downtown Trolley are to transport
** The last four months of FY 2009/10 have been estimated based
visitors and residents to shopping
on data from the first 8 months.
locales or places of employment,
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of program financial and operation information,
promote economic vitality, encourage
and vendor provided data.
Park Once,2 and reduce traffic
congestion near Scottsdale Stadium during Spring Training.
Table 1. Scottsdale Trolley Service Statistics

The Neighborhood Trolley runs two fixed routes, one clockwise and one counterclockwise,
around south Scottsdale (See Fig. 1). The route is convenient to City facilities, such as the
Granite Reef Senior Center, Paiute Neighborhood Center, and Eldorado Park, as well as area
schools and the Boys and Girls Club. Six trolleys provide the Neighborhood Trolley route
seven days a week from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., with designated stops receiving service at 20
minute intervals. Goals of the Neighborhood Trolley are to transport residents or visitors
within south Scottsdale neighborhoods and to serve as a connection to the Valley Metro bus
system and other neighborhood circulators. The Neighborhood Trolley connects with

1 ArtWalk is a weekly event when member galleries belonging to the Scottsdale Gallery Association stay open until 9 pm for

the public to tour the galleries.
2 Scottsdale's downtown parking philosophy to minimize the need to drive from one parking lot to another.
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Tempe’s Orbit neighborhood circulator at Scottsdale and Roosevelt roads, the Downtown
Trolley at Scottsdale’s Loloma Station, and local bus routes at multiple locations.
In addition to scheduled stops, the Downtown and Neighborhood trolleys can be waved
down at any point on their routes.
Figure 1

DOWNTOWN ROUTE

NEIGHBORHOOD ROUTE

SOURCE: City of Scottsdale Transportation Department

Participating resorts and the Scottsdale Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) each
contribute money to fund the fourth route, the Resort Trolley. In 2010, ten resorts and the
CVB are participating, and each participant was billed $3,000 for its share. For the fee, an
additional City trolley operates the route during the months of January through April, on
Wednesdays through Sundays from 10:15 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. The Resort Trolley will take
resort guests to the Scottsdale Fashion Square mall and back. However, once at the mall,
resort guests may also choose to take the Downtown Trolley to go to Old Town Scottsdale,
the Neighborhood Trolley, or Valley Metro bus service. The Resort Trolley circulates
approximately every hour and a half. The goal of the Resort Trolley is to transport resort
guests to shopping locales and to promote economic vitality.
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The City’s current contract with Atypical, approved by Council January 12, 2010, is valid
through June 30, 2012, with the option to extend for two additional years. Atypical has
provided Scottsdale’s trolley services for several years, contracting directly with the City for
the last 12 years and contracting through the Chamber of Commerce during the previous six
years with the City providing the funding. By contract, Atypical provides the trolley drivers,
insurance, maintenance, and storage for the City's 15 trolleys.3 The current contract
requires the City to provide the fuel and pay a fixed fee of $45,494 per month and a variable
fee of $34.95 per hour of trolley service.
The City’s transit programs, which include the trolley service, are funded by the
Transportation Special Revenue Fund. This fund receives revenues from the City's 0.2%
transportation sales tax and its allocation of the state Highway User Revenue Fund (HURF)
and Local Transportation Assistance Funds (LTAF) which come from the state’s lottery
revenues. Recently the State of Arizona redirected its state-shared lottery revenues,
retroactive to February 1, 2010, to the state’s General Fund. This action will reduce the
City’s future Transportation Fund revenues by approximately $1.1 to $1.5 million annually,
which puts pressure on transit program funding.
Table 2 compares Scottsdale’s Trolley Services FY 2008/09
A boarding may or may not
statistics to available data reported to the Valley Metro system.
represent a unique
As shown, Scottsdale’s trolley services are higher cost than
passenger as passengers
other local circulators averaged, on both a per-boarding and
may reboard the trolley at
per-mile basis, but report the same number of boardings per
any time.
mile.
In contrast, Valley Metro’s systemwide statistics
(including all bus routes and local circulators in Maricopa
County), show that the systemwide cost averages, $3.00 per
boarding and $5.74 per mile, are generally lower and have more boardings per mile.
Table 2. Comparative Transportation Services Statistics
FY 2008/09
Cost per Boarding
Cost per Mile
Boardings per Mile

City of
Scottsdale
Trolley
$5.51
$7.95
1.44

Other Local
Circulators
Average*
$3.61
$5.21
1.44

Valley Metro
Systemwide
Average*
$3.00
$5.74
1.91

*Circulator data is self-reported to Valley Metro. It is unclear whether depreciation is
included in these amounts. Without depreciation Scottsdale's cost per boarding and
cost per mile would be $4.79 and $6.91, respectively. For further analysis, see finding
1C.
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of program financial and operational information and contractor
provided data for Scottsdale statistics, and Valley Metro statistics for the bus
system and local circulators.

3 The City purchased 16 trolleys, however one was totaled in February 2009. The insurance payment is being held in a

grant account until a new transportation vehicle is purchased.
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
An audit of trolley services was included on the City Auditor's fiscal year 2009/10 approved
audit plan. This audit was planned to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Scottsdale Trolley Services Program, including compliance with the contract's key
performance requirements. An additional objective was to ensure that the contract provider
complies with e-verify requirements. The scope of this audit included the Trolley Services
Program for fiscal years 2008/09 and 2009/10 through March 2010.
To gain an understanding of the trolley services program, we reviewed:
•

City contracts with Atypical Transportation: Contract 04RP017 (including
modifications and change orders) dated August 17, 2004, and Contract 2009-187COS dated January 12, 2010.

•

Arizona Revised Statutes: §28-504 Transportation system performance measures,
§28-505 Transportation system performance factors, weights, §23-214(A)
Verification of employment, and §41-4401 Government procurement; e-verify
requirement.

•

Administrative Regulation 215, Contract Administration.

•

Transit Program budgets and related information for fiscal years 2005/06 through
2009/10.

•

The most recent Transportation Master Plan dated January 2008.

•

Valley Metro Fact Sheet 2008-09 and Valley Metro Transit Performance Report
FY2009.

•

A September 1990 audit completed by the City Auditor's Office: Attestation Audit on
Urban Mass Transportation Administration Reports and Related Scottsdale
Connection Contract Concerns.

To become familiar with the trolley service and routes, we rode on and observed the trolleys
on the Downtown and Neighborhood routes.
We also interviewed the Contract
Administrator, the Transit Manager, and other Planning, Neighborhood, and Transportation
Division staff, as well as the Trolley Services contractor and transit staff in neighboring
communities.
To accomplish the audit objectives, we:
•

Tested contractor-provided ridership statistics for fiscal years 2008/09 and 2009/10
through December 2009. This included comparing the contractor’s monthly ridership
reports to ridership statistics noted on the contractor-provided Driver's Vehicle
Inspection Reports for a sample of 20 randomly selected days between October 2,
2009 and February 18, 2010, to determine reliability of the monthly ridership
reports.
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•

Observed trolley frequency at one stop on the Neighborhood and Downtown routes
for two hours each and analyzed contractor's self-audits to evaluate compliance with
contract-required route intervals.

•

Observed and analyzed demographics on ten Neighborhood Trolley trips to determine
if New Freedom Grant funds appear to be assisting people with disabilities and
seniors identified as the target population in the grant application.

•

Reviewed preventative maintenance records for four of 15 trolleys and the
contractor’s customer contact forms to determine compliance with contract
requirements.

•

Identified fiscal year 2008/09 and 2009/10 trolley-specific program costs, including
trolley services invoices, Fleet Management charges, City personnel costs, and
depreciation schedules.

•

Analyzed monthly boarding reports and customer contact forms to determine trolley
down-time percentage. Compared invoices submitted by the contractor for payment
to monthly boarding reports to ensure trolley down-time is not billed to the City.

•

Identified reimbursements received from participating resorts and the Scottsdale
Convention and Visitors Bureau for the Resort Trolley.

•

Obtained cost data for other City-provided transportation modes from the Transit
Program and other valley city costs from Valley Metro reports.

•

Tested employment records for Atypical's employees hired after September 30,
2008, to determine compliance with ARS §23-214(A).

Effectiveness and efficiency are difficult to measure as key ridership data was not verifiable.
Specifically, contractor-reported ridership statistics are relied on without verification efforts,
and relevant City costs are not specifically tracked and related to the program. Terms of the
contract have not been properly enforced, costing the City approximately $220,000. This
amount is being recouped by the contractor reducing the semi-monthly invoices. Further,
improvements in contract administration are needed. The contractor was using the e-verify
system as part of its employment process.
We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards as required by Article III, Scottsdale Revised Code, §2-117 et seq. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. Audit work took place from January
through March 2010, with Kyla Anderson and Kim Prendergast conducting the work.
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
1. Better Trolley Services data is needed for evaluation and decision making.
Trolley Services ridership data was not verifiable, cost information was incomplete, and
alternative vehicles should be considered for some routes.
A.

Trolley ridership data is not verifiable. The Trolley Services contract payment is
based on a fixed fee per month, plus a variable fee for each hour of service.
Although ridership data is not required for contractor payment, it is needed for
evaluating the operational and cost effectiveness of Trolley services.
Trolley drivers use handheld counters to track daily boarding counts, and then
record the daily ridership total on their Drivers Vehicle Inspection Reports
(DVIR). The daily total of all trolley boarding counts is entered into the Monthly
Ridership Report. Atypical provides this report to the Contract Administrator
monthly.
The only record of the individual trolley ridership counts, the DVIR, is kept for
three months then discarded by the contractor. As a result, the monthly
report of daily totals for all trolleys is the only ridership data available beyond
the 3-month window. This lack of detailed records severely limits data
analysis and testing.
Using the three months of DVIRs that were available, we randomly selected
20 days to compare to the monthly reports. The total DVIR counts for 10 of
the 20 days did not match what was reported to the City. The DVIRs
documented 999 fewer riders than the number reported. Due to the very
limited detail data available for testing, we are not projecting this
overstatement to the contract period.

B.

When submitting the new trolley contract for Council approval in January
2010, Transit staff did not provide complete information.
The staff report describes the proposed contract as being less expensive than
expected, in part due to (the contractor’s) cost efficiencies gained through
improved maintenance practices and streamlined business operations.
Actually, the lower contract amount is largely attributable to the City
decreasing Downtown Trolley service hours. As shown in Table 3, when using
a constant number for estimated service hours, the new contract’s total cost
is higher than the previous contract.
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Table 3. Comparison of Prior and New Trolley Services Contract Rates
FY 2004 contract rates effective
January 2010
New contract starting January
12, 2010

Annual
Fixed Cost
$232,119

Estimated Annual
Variable Cost*
$1,570,800

Estimated Total
Cost
$1,802,919

$545,928

$1,398,000

$1,943,928

*Based on an estimated 40,000 service hours for the year
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of contract rates.

In fact, the new contract rates substantially increased the vendor’s monthly
fixed fee, while slightly decreasing the variable (hourly) rates. The fixed fee
increased from $19,343 to $45,494 per month, or $26,151 (135%) more.
The decreased variable rate, from $39.27 to $34.95 an hour, represents an
estimated savings of $14,400 per month, not enough to offset the fixed
charge increase. Also, the higher fixed fee means more significant service
reductions will be needed to achieve any savings.
The staff report to the City Council did not provide all costs associated with
the trolley contract. Some related City costs, such as Transit personnel and
trolley vehicle costs, are mentioned but not quantified. Other City costs, such
as fuel, are not noted. However, approval of the Trolley Services contract
causes the City to incur those costs.
C. When planning the replacement of trolley vehicles, consideration should be
given to alternate vehicles to serve the Neighborhood Trolley route. The
current trolley vehicles are expensive to purchase and difficult to maintain,
with each trolley being individually manufactured. Transit management stated
that the overarching goal of the trolley program is to create a unique
experience. The style of these vehicles may be desirable for the Downtown
and Resort routes, which are primarily targeted at visitors. In contrast, the
main focus of the Neighborhood Trolley routes is transit.
For their free circulator services, a couple nearby municipalities indicated they
use small vans or minibuses that can transport approximately the same
number of seated passengers as Scottsdale’s trolleys. As shown in Table 4,
these vehicles can result in a lower operating cost.
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Table 4. Comparison of Alternate Vehicles
Vehicle Cost
Life Expectancy

Scottsdale Trolley
$277,262
10 years

Tempe Van
$73,500
4 years

Annual depreciation
Capacity (seated)

$27,726
22

$18,375
23

Phoenix Minibus
$88,759
7 years or
200,000 miles
$12,680
19

SOURCE Auditor analysis of Scottsdale fixed asset detail and discussions with Phoenix and Tempe Transit staff.

Besides the purchase cost and annual vehicle depreciation, better fuel
economy and lower maintenance costs appear to be advantages. Both
Phoenix and Tempe report a lower operating cost per boarding and cost per
mile for their circulators than Scottsdale. Further, during audit testing, we
rarely noted the Neighborhood Trolley near capacity at any one time.
Table 5. Comparison of Local Circulator Operating Costs
FY 2008/09

Cost Per Boarding

Cost Per Mile

Boardings Per Hour

Phoenix Circulator

$3.70

$4.91

22

Tempe Circulator

$3.45

$5.42

16

Scottsdale Trolley

$5.51

$7.95

11.6

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of Valley Metro Transit Performance Report FY 2009.

Recommendations: Division management should ensure that:
A. The Contract Administrator obtains sufficient assurance of the reliability of
reported ridership data. For example, the contractor could report daily
ridership data by trolley and/or submit the completed DVIR forms to the City
rather than discard them.
B. Staff reports to City Council recommending contract approval include all
associated costs of the program. In this case, costs such as fuel, depreciation
and City staff time should have been quantified.
C. All feasible, cost-effective alternatives are evaluated before purchasing new
trolleys. In particular, consideration should be given to more cost-effective
vehicles for the Neighborhood route.
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2. Terms of the contract have not been properly enforced, costing the City approximately
$220,000, most of which should be recouped over time.
Terms not properly enforced included staff approving an advance insurance payment to
the contractor, paying for Resort Trolley services at other than the contract rate, not
correcting billing errors, making semi-monthly payments, and not ensuring the contractor
properly measures on-time performance.
A. In December 2009, City staff processed an advance payment of $221,835 to
cover the contractor's required insurance coverage for January 15, 2010
through January 15, 2011. This cost, which would only be valid after City
Council approved the new Trolley contract in January 2010, was supposed to
be paid through the vendor’s monthly fixed fees.
To provide protection for the risk of operating the Trolley service, the City
requires the contractor to carry commercial general, vehicle liability and
physical damage insurance. In prior years, the Trolley Services contract had
the City directly reimburse the trolley contractor for its insurance. However,
the new contract, approved and effective in January 2010, does not provide
direct reimbursement. Instead, the contractor recovers its insurance cost
through the “fixed” portion of its monthly fees.
City staff agreed to make this payment, and Atypical has been repaying the
City $18,750 per month by reducing its semi-monthly billings since January
15, 2010. However, making this almost $222,000 payment was not
appropriate, and it negatively impacted the City’s cash flow.
B. For Resort Trolley services during the last two years, City staff has paid the
trolley contractor over $20,000 more than the Trolley Services variable rates
provided.
For the past five years, the Scottsdale Convention and Visitors Bureau and
participating resorts have paid the City an agreed-upon amount to provide
trolley service from the resorts to Scottsdale Fashion Square. This service
typically operates from January through April each year. While the
arrangement has been in place for several years, it has not been formalized in
a written agreement.
1. In 2010 and 2009, the City received $33,000 and $36,000
respectively for providing the Resort Trolley service and paid its trolley
contractor the same amounts. However, the Trolley contract provides
that the vendor will be paid a fixed fee per month, plus a variable fee
for each hour of service. Based on the Resort Trolley scheduled hours
and the contract variable rates, the City should have paid $21,809 and
$26,861 for the 2010 and 2009 services, respectively. Therefore, the
trolley contractor was paid an additional $11,191 and $9,139 in these
two years. We did not reconstruct the service hours and calculate
amounts due for the prior three years.
Page 10
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2. Besides the contract rate providing for lower payments to the vendor,
the City is not recovering its share of expenses for the Resort Trolley
operation. Atypical operates the trolleys, providing drivers and regular
maintenance. However, the City owns and fuels the trolleys, thus
incurring additional costs beyond the contract fees. We estimate
depreciation and fuel costs related to the Resort Trolley service would
be approximately $11,000 and $9,900 for 2010 and 2009
respectively. In such an arrangement, the City should ensure its
associated costs are recouped.
3. In 2010 and 2009, City staff initiated Resort Trolley services prior to
receiving any payment from the CVB and participating resorts. The
current Contract Administrator stated he was unaware that he was
responsible for ensuring the CVB and resorts were billed for the Resort
Trolley service. Providing services prior to any payment and without a
written agreement can allow for misunderstandings and financial
losses.
C. Uncorrected contractor billing errors result in the City owing approximately
$19,400 to the contractor.
Several minor and repetitive billing errors, such as transposition of numbers
and incorrect rates, resulted in the contractor underbilling the City $9,757 in
FY 2008/09 and $7,330 in the first 8 months of fiscal year 2009/10.
Additionally, in 11 of 46 invoices tested, we identified a number of positive
and negative variances in hours billed. These errors netted to about 59 hours
that the contractor underbilled, or another $2,313 owed.
The Contract Administrator is responsible for monitoring contract services and
the related invoices. While the billing rates differing from the contract rates
should be easily identified, the Contract Administrator would need to compare
the Monthly Ridership Reports to billings to identify incorrect hours. As a
result of invoices not being reviewed carefully, the City owes Atypical $19,400.
D. The City has been making semi-monthly payments to the vendor although the
contract provides for monthly payments.
Although Atypical submits Trolley Services invoices and is paid twice per
month, the contract specifically states the vendor shall prepare and submit a
monthly invoice by the tenth day of each succeeding month.
Because City staff allows the vendor to bill more frequently than provided in
the contract, the City’s cash flow is negatively affected to benefit the vendor.
Although interest rates are currently low, the City is also spending funds
prematurely that could be earning interest. Further, additional staff time and
payment processing costs result from the semi-monthly payments.
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E. The contractor does not correctly measure on-time performance, and
liquidated damages are not assessed for nonperformance.
The City’s contract requires the vendor-operated trolleys to leave on time for
at least 97% of scheduled departures. The contract effective prior to January
12, 2010, defined 'on-time' as between zero minutes early and three minutes
late leaving scheduled stops. The new contract defines 'on-time' as departing
between zero minutes early and five minutes late.
The contractor regularly reports its trolley operations as compliant with ontime requirements. However, based on review of Atypical conducted on-time
audits and auditors’ on-site observations, the contractor’s on-time
performance is approximately 77%. Contractor staff stated that they consider
'on-time' to be departing between five minutes early and five minutes late, and
had calculated their on-time percentage accordingly. Additionally, the Contract
Administrator indicated he does not require the vendor to meet the Downtown
Trolley 15-minute intervals because the schedule he set may not be
achievable for the number of trolleys on the route.
Table 6. Summary of Contractor's On-Time Performance

Contractor self audits
Auditor observations
Totals

Total Departures
Reviewed
488

On-Time
Departures
380

On-Time
Percentage
78%

30

18

60%

518

398

77%

SOURCE: Contractor files and auditor on-site observations

The contract further specifies that no trolley should leave a scheduled stop
early, and if it does, the Contract Administrator can assess liquidated
damages of $100. Of the 518 trolley departures reviewed, 63 departures
were earlier than the scheduled times. Liquidated damages for the early
departures alone would have totaled $6,300 although none have been
assessed.
Recommendations: Division management should ensure the Contract Administrator and
Transit supervisory staff appropriately enforce contract terms.
A. City staff should bill the contractor for the remaining insurance repayment,
offsetting the amount due by the amounts identified in comment C as still
owed due to the contractor’s billing errors.
B. Division management should ensure a written agreement between the City
Page 12
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and participants to specify terms and obligations for the Resort Trolley service.
The trolley contractor should then be paid only for the variable service hours
based on the City’s existing contract terms. Further, management should
seek advice from the City Attorney's office regarding whether the contractor
should repay these amounts to the City.
C. Prior to payment approval, the Contract Administrator should review the
accuracy of each invoice, comparing the billed rates to the contracted rates
and billed service hours to the service hours reported on the Monthly
Ridership Reports.
D. The vendor should be required to invoice the City on a monthly basis in
accordance with contract terms.
E. The Contract Administrator should conduct independent on-time audits to
validate the contractor’s self-reported on-time percentage. As provided in the
contract, liquidated damages should be assessed when applicable.
3. Improvements in contract administration are needed.
Responsibilities of a contract administrator include ensuring changes to terms are
documented and contract requirements are met.
A. The Contract Administrator has agreed to changes in trolley operations
without documenting the City’s and Atypical’s agreement to the new terms.
Specifically, the Preventative Maintenance schedule was informally changed
at least two times through discussion between the Contract Administrator and
the vendor.
The Contract Administrator did not realize that changes to contract
requirements should be documented, even if the changes do not rise to the
level of needing a formally approved contract modification or change order.
Verbal changes to contracts can result in the City and the vendor having a
different understanding of contract requirements, and this can potentially
lead to contract disputes. Further, it gives the appearance that the vendor is
not complying with contract terms. In the event that a new contract
administrator is assigned to monitor the contract, he or she would not be
aware of undocumented changes.
As stated, the preventative maintenance schedule has been changed multiple
times without documentation. However, using the greatest interval cited, 11
of the 50 preventative maintenance reviewed (22%) were not within the 550
hour maximum interval. Not ensuring preventative maintenance is performed
timely can have a negative effect on the life of the City’s trolleys.
B. Contract-required reports are not available. The Trolley Services contract
requires the vendor to submit an annual report of all relevant operating
Trolley Services
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financial data. However, the Contract Administrator was not aware of this
contract requirement. Besides non-compliance with the contract, the City has
less assurance that Atypical continues to be financially able to provide
services.
Additionally, the contract requires the vendor to forward any customer
contacts to the City on a daily basis. The Contract Administrator relies on
trolley customer comments as a control to report operational issues, such as
trolley downtime. However, our comparison of customer comments available
from the vendor and from the Contract Administrator found that neither the
City nor the vendor has complete information. Therefore, the Contract
Administrator may not be aware of issues that need to be addressed. In
reviewing both sets of information, recurrent themes included drivers being
perceived as rude, trolleys failing to stop when being waved down, and driving
noted as being aggressive.
Recommendations:
A. The Contract Administrator should ensure changes to contract requirements
are properly documented. For changes that do not rise to the level of a
formally approved contract modification or change order, agreement of both
the Contract Administrator and the vendor should still be documented.
Further, the Contract Administrator should conduct and document a monthly
review of maintenance records, ensuring that any overdue preventative
maintenance is acceptable and will not damage the City’s trolleys.
B. The Contract Administrator should ensure that all required reports, including
the customer contact forms, are received.
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ACTION PLAN
1. Better Trolley Services data is needed for evaluation and decision making.
A. Trolley Ridership data was not verifiable.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: Transit staff and the contractor have instituted better records
retention. A copy of the DVIR is now placed in the ridership file if the original copy is routed
to maintenance, and a random check of ridership reported against DVIR records is
conducted and reported by the contract administrator monthly. The contractor now records
the boardings for each individual driver by run and then totals the boardings for each month
on a spreadsheet which is sent to the city monthly.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: April 30, 2010
B. Transit staff did not provide complete information when submitting the new trolley
contract for Council approval.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Partially agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: Data used in the report was more comprehensive than in the
past; however, we will provide more complete financial data in the main body of future
Council reports, particularly productivity data.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Madeline Clemann, Transit Supervisor
COMPLETED BY: June 30, 2012 (date of next contract renewal)
C. Consideration should be given to alternative vehicles to serve the Neighborhood Trolley
route.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree with need to conduct evaluation of vehicles for next
replacement cycle.
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: In the FY 11 and 12 work program, staff will be preparing a
vehicle replacement plan that will result from the study of a variety of vehicle types.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Madeline Clemann, Transit Supervisor
COMPLETED BY: June 30, 2012

Trolley Services
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2. Terms of the contract have not been properly enforced, costing the City
approximately $220,000, most of which is being recouped over time.
A. Advance payment was made to the contractor for insurance premiums even though this
cost is included in the monthly fixed rate.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: The contractor, as a small business, does not have the cash
reserves at this time to refund the entire amount owed to the City. The contractor began
paying monthly installments of $18,750 to the City beginning in February of 2010.
Contractor will continue to pay monthly installments until the full amount is paid back.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: February 28, 2011
B. The City paid the contractor almost $19,000 more than the contract provided, did not
recoup the City's cost of the program, and provided service prior to receiving payment.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: Staff will work with the auditor to reconcile all overage/underage
issues and submit corrective paperwork to the contractor as needed. In the future we will
have a written agreement for the Resort Trolley and payment will be based on the current
contract rates at the time.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: July 30, 2010
C. Uncorrected contractor billing errors result in the City owing approximately $19,400 to the
contractor.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: Staff will work with the auditor to reconcile all overage/underage
issues and submit corrective paperwork to the contractor as needed. Staff will examine
future invoices more closely and double check everything.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: July 30, 2010
D. The City has been making semi-monthly payments to the vendor although the contract
provides for monthly payments.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
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PROPOSED RESOLUTION: The contractor has already been notified that twice a month
billing will no longer be allowed per terms of the contract, and has created a plan to change
their billings to once a month beginning July 1, 2010.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: July 1, 2010
E. The contractor does not correctly measure on-time performance, and liquidated damages
are not assessed for nonperformance.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: On-time performance is not an important criterion in a system
where people flag-down a vehicle and the service runs a small tight circuit every 15 minutes;
therefore, we will remove this parameter from the contract through a change order.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: June 30, 2010
3. Improvements in contract administration are needed.
A. Changes to the contract have not been documented.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: The contract administrator will bring the existing contract up to
the needed documentation standard in one contract change document, including deletion of
the requirement for on-time performance (or replacing with a more relevant performance
measure). Future changes will be documented at the time they occur.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: June 30, 2010
B. Contract-required reports are not available.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: The Contractor will receive written notice requesting submittal of
the required annual report of relevant operating data. Staff will begin notifying contractor
annually on November 15th of the need to deliver the report (s).
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: John Kelley, Contract Administrator
COMPLETED BY: 2009 Annual report to be received by June 30, 2010; subsequent reports
on or before Feb. 15th of each year.
Trolley Services
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City Auditor’s Office
4021 N. 75th St., Suite 105
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251
(480) 312-7756
http://www.ScottsdaleAZ.gov
Search: "auditor"

Audit Committee
Councilman Robert Littlefield, Chairman
Vice Mayor Lisa Borowsky
Councilwoman Suzanne Klapp
City Auditor’s Office
Kyla Anderson, Senior Auditor
Joyce Gilbride, Assistant City Auditor
Lisa Gurtler, Assistant City Auditor
Joanna Munar, Senior Auditor
Lee Pettit, Senior Auditor
Sharron Walker, City Auditor

The City Auditor’s Office provides independent research, analysis,
consultation, and educational services to promote operational efficiency,
effectiveness, accountability, and integrity in response to City needs.

